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Behaviorist theory on language learning and acquisition least effective

Answers from: Questthesis must be in your own wordsThe answer is that Slavesdouglas was a slave who turned into a statesman and he refused to celebrate July 4 until all slaves were emancipated or freed. Answer from: Questdifferent strategies reach different people based on their ability to understand the material.
(from personal experience) when writing an argumentative essay writing explain the subject as if your audience had never heard of it and it's just being introduced, then explaining why other people hate it too, then you'd explain why that would be wrong. I hope that : ) Answer from: Quest Another question about English
English, 21.06.2019 16:30Write a summary of what you have learned about interpreting literature and presenting it to an audience. Answers: 2English, 21.06.2019 16:30Aclaim or theory to be supported with evidence to argue for or against a specific idea or positionAnswers: 3English, 21.06.2019 18:30Who of the
following elements of information literacy most relates to the purpose of information? a. information creation as process b. authority is constructed and contextually c. research as researchAnswers: 1English, 22.06.2019 03:30Dewrite how the story of uncle pjotr in an ill-fated journey differs from the historical record of
immigrants in moving to AmericaAnt answers: 1 QuestionsMathematics, 20.11.2020 21:00Thematics, 20.11.2020 21:00History, 20.11.2020 21:00 Thanks to the ladies who got this list together. I have the links to where I found all these answers below. I used these to pass both of my TESOL Certs once with VIPKid.
Some people updated the questions and answers in the comments section of the pages below, so I just consolidated everything here. Thank you all! Remember, after you finish the certification quiz and press Send, if you don't succeed..... DON'T click NEXT or OK or anything other than the X in the upper-right corner
when you're done. Then you can go straight back to your quiz and change the answers! TESOL ANSWER SHEET module 1 Quiz A (subjects 1-4) According to the article 'BEHAVIORIST THEORY ON LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ACQUISITION', which (1) of these teaching techniques supports the main ideas of the
behaviorist theory of language development? TPR According to the article 'BEHAVIORIST THEORY on LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ACQUISITION', which (1) of these behavioristic strategies has been proven by research to be the least effective in terms of supporting language learning? Situational... Which of these
classroom methods is linked to the Constructivist theory of SLA? language according to the article 'BEHAVIOURIST THEORY on LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ACQUISITION' what one (1) of these statements about the two main strategies proposed by the behaviorists to help language learning? reinforcement and and
According to the video 'Piaget's Stage of Development' in task 4, at what stage of development are children able to participate in logical thinking and housing new ideas? formal operational phase According to the video 'Piaget's Stage of Development' in Task 4, the core concept that children learn in their first year of
cognitive development is sustainability Which (1) of these theories takes into account the social aspect of language use? constructivist According to Piaget, at what age do children reach the pre-operational stage of development? 2-7 In the video 'the linguistic genius of babies' in task 1, which of the following (1) is the
proof that the speaker presents to confirm that the presence of a teacher ('human') helps in early language development? there was no indication of learning whatsoever... According to the video 'the linguistic genius of babies' in task 1, which (1) of these terms is related to language learning and development? critical
period According to the video 'Piaget's Stage of Development' in task 4, what is a clear indication that a student has reached the formal operational stage? abstract concepts Which (1) of these is a functional theory of language acquisition? nativist According to the article 'Language learning vs. acquisition', which (1) of
these learning aspects is related to language 'acquisition'? unconsciously according to the article 'Language learning vs. acquisition', which (1) of these statements is true from a neuro-linguistic perspective of language acquisition? processed in two different ways in the brain According to the article 'BEHAVIORIST
THEORY ON LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ACQUISITION', which (1) of these ideas is central to understanding and applying the behavioristic approach to language teaching? Language development is the result of habit-forming through conscious imitation. Which (1) of these classroom methods is closely aligned with
the Nativist Theory? both Which (1) of these statements highlights the main differences between the Nativist and Constructivist theories? CT believes that language development is a process of creative building, NT believes that language development takes place through the practice of language according to the article
'BEHAVIORIST THEORY ON LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ACQUISITION', which (1) of these teaching techniques does NOT support the behaviorist theory? collaborative learning (pair of work/groupwork) TESOL ANSWER SHEET Module 1 quiz B (topics 5-8) According to Stephen Krashen's theory of second
language acquisition, classroom methods involving meaningful interaction with little focus on accuracy, emphasize Krashen's hypothesis regarding interaction-based language learning According to Krashen, the order in which second language learners acquire shapes is similar to the order in which they acquire their first
language. This is referred to as the natural order hypothesis According to Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory, the two cognitive levels in which a student's cultural development takes place are interphysiological (between people), intraphysiological (in the mind of the individual) According to social cultural theory, which of the
following teaching methods adequately support language development? both the other two According to Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory, ZPD represents zone of proximal development according to Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory, learning is a socio-cultural process Vygotsky uses the term ZPD to describe the
exploration area for which the student is cognitively prepared, but requires help and social interaction to fully develop A teacher can create a supportive environment for second language acquisition in the classroom for early language students by the other two What are the main techniques related to BICS that teachers
in the classroom can apply? offer lots of realia and visuals; articulate language objectives while teaching content Identify the factors from the list below that affect second language learning in young children. age and exposure to the second language BICS stands for Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills A teacher
can create a supportive environment for second language acquisition in the classroom for early language learners by the other two What are the main techniques related to BICS that teachers can apply in the classroom? offer lots of realia and visuals; articulate language objectives while teaching content Identify the
factors from the list below that affect second language learning in young children. age and exposure to the second language According to Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory, ZPD stands for Zone of Proximal Development A teacher can create a supportive environment for second language acquisition in the classroom for
early language learners by guiding teacher language or speaking teacher language According to Stephen Krashen's theory of second language acquisition, Krashen recommends to keep the 'affective filter' of pupils in check, to reduce anxiety when learning a new language. How can a teacher achieve this? by creating a
friendly classroom environment that supports and enables Cummins' initial BICS/CALP distinction, it was worked out in two intersecting continua, based on cognitive requirements and contextual support ORIGINAL SOURCES: Cert A- Answers Cert B- Answers DID THIS HELP YOU OUT?! Comment below if it did, or if
you need new those may have been missed! Also, if you haven't signed a contract yet, use my Referral Code MORGA0393 and let me know! I will contact and give you tips and everything I can to help you on your journey! I'm an independent contractor at VIPKid. I'm not an employee of the company. This is information
that is already being provided on the Internet.***** Related Behaviorist Theory on Language Learning and Acquisition 
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